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Time to Make Another Diamond

Locate and mark the center warp (warp 28.)

Insert a brown (5) weft at the left selvedge stopping before the middle
warp. Add a magenta (2) weft to the right of warp 28. Add a brown (5)
weft sticking its tail between warps 29 and 30 traveling to the right
selvedge.



The magenta (2) weft needs to head to the left. Wrap it around the
center warp twice in that direction.

Just like the first diamond, you will be weaving two passes with each
color. The magenta (2) diamond will be increasing and the brown (5)
will be decreasing until you get to the midpoint of the diamond.



You will step up the diamond five times. At this point you will end both
of the brown (5) wefts  and replace them with turquoise (1)wefts.



Step the diamond up three more times while filling in with the
turquoise (1) weft.

Start decreasing the magenta (2) diamond. You can finish the
magenta (2) diamond at this point and then fill in the turquoise (1)
weft.



Replace the turquoise (1) weft with the green (4) weft about two thirds
(approximately 12 full passes of the turquoise (1) weft) of the way up
the diamond.

Continue weaving the green (4) weft for three full passes past the top
of the magenta diamond (2)



Add two rows of turquoise (1) soumak. Do not cut the turquoise (1)
weft. Start a green weft on top of the soumak starting at the right
selvedge.

Pick up the turquoise (1) weft and with the green (4) weft do some
rows of pick and pick (six green (4) half passes and six turquoise (1)
half passes). Because the selvedge warp is down once you’ve woven



the green weft when you weave in the turquoise (1) weft you will need
to wrap around the selvedge thread twice.

Cover the Pick and Pick with three full passes of green (4) weft.

Cover the Pick and Pick with three full passes of green (4) weft. Add
two full rows of soumak with the burgundy (4) weft followed by one
row of magenta (2) soumak. Add three full passes of burgundy (4)
weft. row of magenta (2) soumak. Weave four full passes of magenta
(2)

Cover the pick and pick with two rows of burgundy (3) soumak.



Weave five full passes of burgundy (3) weft followed by five full
passes of magenta (2) weft. Weave three full passes of burgundy weft
ending at the right selvedge. Do not cut this weft. Add a brown (4) weft
on the right. Because the selvedge warp thread is raised when you
weave the brown weft you will be looping around the burgundy (4)
weft and pulling it to the back of the piece.

Make sure you have woven 13 inches. If you are a little short, just add
some more weft until you are there. Now you are now finished with the
weaving of your Ellen Purse.



Weaving the Final Header

Cut a length of warp thread about two yards long. Weave five full
passes followed by a row of soumak knotting.



Once you have completed this final row of soumak knotting you are
ready to finish your piece next week!

Remember: We encourage you to ask us questions via email and
social media and post pictures of your progress to Instagram (use the
hashtag #theellenpurse), Facebook or Ravely. You do NOT need a
social media account to participate.


